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Comments I am a resident of the Herontye Estate and regularly use Ship Street and Dunnings Road along with the
town centre both driving and on foot. The increase in traffic and parked cars on Ship Street has
created one lane only and traffic speeds to clear these parked cars in both directions. Heavy goods
vehicles usually take the right of way regardless and most traffic emerges at speed on to the mini
roundabout at the top of Dunnings Rd where visibility for traffic emerging from Herontye Drive is
limited. Movement of 35 ton vehicles to and from the site by Standen would be 35 loaded and 35
returning empty making 70 per day and 6 per hour. These would create noise, vibration and over time
damage to the already vulnerable roads due to potholes. I have no doubt the drivers of these 35 ton
vehicles would not stick rigidly to the proposed route and take the method of least resistance thereby
using Herontye Drive where again parked cars make visibility for emerging traffic difficult from side
roads and encountering a 35 ton vehicle could result in a collision. Vibration from these vehicles would
compromise the already weakened walls of properties backing on to Herontye Drive on the left hand
side as one travels towards Dunnings Road. The quiet enjoyment of gardens by residents would also be
compromised. Fumes and pollution from these vehicles would be detrimental to the environment at a
time when we are all encouraged to reduce our carbon footprint by using electric vehicles and I doubt
these HGV's will be electric and possibly diesel fuelled. The type of waste being transported is unknown
to me as is its source and in the unfortunate event of a collision causing spillage this would also pose
an environmental threat. After the proposed 80 weeks of depositing landfill on the site and its
consequent capping would anyone with common sense want to buy a property situated thereon or
even use a holiday home? Whilst I have only third party knowledge (which is therefore hearsay) about
previous animals kept on the old capped site information regarding animals dying due to eating
surfacing waste and injuring themselves by slipping on the mounds to me is horrific. Our medieval
town and indeed later residential roads were not built to accommodate such frequent movements of
HGVs and the route to Standen i.e the rocky sides of this narrow road even less so and again vibration
could cause landslip. I therefore object to the application for all of the above reasons and fear that the
lives and properties of many residents would be compromised for the financial gain of very few
individuals.
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